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Brac University’s Club Fair of Fall 2012 was a day filled with colours and joy. The fair titled ‘Mela’, was a 
fun day for the university students and faculties alike as they found their campus decorated with the 
traditional “Gamcha”, while vendors sold candy floss and bangles. The clubs of BRAC University had set 
up sign up booths, each decorated differently. In the morning, the VC, Professor Ainun Nishat, Pro-VC 
Dr. Md. Golam Samdani Fakir, Registrar Ishfaq Ilahi Choudhury, and Director of Student Affairs, Zainab F 
Ali visited the booths and were given presentations about the activities of each club. The day also 
included ‘less-serious’ activities such as students everywhere dancing, singing, cheering, signing up in 
different clubs as “dhol” played in the background. The environment of the cafeteria and indoor games 
room of Brac University was filled with nostalgic childhood memories.  
BRAC University Cultural Club organized a show at the end of the day, which was inaugurated with a 
brilliant performance from the dance crew named FACELESS. It was followed by another sizzling dance 
performed by members of the BRAC University Drama and Theatre forum (Dtf). Once the dance section 
concluded, BRAC University Cultural Club (BUCuC) performed various songs. The show started with a 
composition of flute and hard rock music that enthralled the audience. Famous songs such as “rajahin 
rajje”, watch over you, with or without you and a blues fusion of the Tagore classic “Noyon o Tomare” 
were played. One of the most remarkable performances was of the song “Deep Nebhar Agey”. 
Once the songs were over, an emotional atmosphere lingered in the show as the club was handed over 
to the new president and vice presidents of BUCuC. However, the sentimental moment was short lived 
once the comic drama by BRACU Dtf was acted out. Though full of humor, the motivational drama 
conveyed the moral that everyone is a hero in their own ways. The club fair was wonderfully organised 
by BRAC University Heritage Forum and fabulously concluded by the entertainment clubs of BRACU. 
